My, Oh My

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Beginner's Plus

Wait 16 beats

PART A (32 beats)
Dare Vine – DS DS (xif) DS DS (xib) DS DT DT DT DT
L R L R L R R R
2 Slur Brushes
Repeat with opposite footwork

PART B (10 beats)
Not No More – Stomp Stomp DS DS RS RS Stomp Stomp DS DS RS BR up
L R L R LR LR L R L R LR L

PART C (32 beats)
Scoop It – DS Scoop RS Scoop RS DS DS RS RS
L R RL R RL R L RL
Chain (1/2 right turn)
Fancy Double
Repeat to front

BREAK (12 beats)
Triple
Stomp Double
Rocker

PART A – Dare Vine, 2 Slur Brushes, Repeat with opposite footwork

PART B – Not No More

PART C – Scoop It, Chain (1/2 turn right), Fancy Double, Repeat to front

BREAK – Triple, Stomp Double, Rocker

PART D (32 beats)
Rooster Run
Flap Jack
Triple (1/2 turn right)
Double Rock Chug
Repeat to front

PART B* (19 beats)
Not No More, Not No More* (same as Not No More Step, but skip the Brush Up at the end)

PART C – Scoop It, Chain (1/2 turn right), Fancy Double, Repeat to front

ENDING
2 Cowboys (1/2 turn left each)
Triple
Stomp Double
Joey with Heel – DS Ball (xib) Ball Ball (os) Ball (xib) Ball Step (os)/Heel
L R L R L R L R / R